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Projections into the future of schools which are divided into literary programs,
laboratories, and community seminars reflect modern trends in education. Specialized
books are being demanded in individual instruction, either through homogeneous
grouping or programed instruction (literacy programs). In greater demana are
lilDraries with independent study programs (laboratories) and with the new idea of a
dual curriculum of content and structure. In addition, books which reflect a changing
society and build a "sense of community" are needed. Finally, nonprofessional
personnel are in greater demand to help use books and share their experiences with
the cMdren (community seminars). Books used in language enrichment programs are
of the widest variety to provide students with many stimuli. With the increase in
personnel teacher's aides can give children the experience of being read to on an
individual basis, and children can enjoy a warm relationship between books and
people. Also teacher's aides free the teacher to concentrate on specific problems.
References are included. (JS)
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ard Collreeee, Joeoph C4eenvels Dmald Oliver,

have des-J,,,cd ce. ca.lveeaioel vtMr, a "c4...nian7 ty Of: ii)aulry." Th:y

call it Velden III o.a loore 3i1A.rally, "the tri-cchooll." The three

parts of this tri-achool are literaey pro3reee, laboratories and

coeLunity se:Iluers. They differ in the subjects of study cad in tha

relation beteen. sty:lc:ate and teeelicrs. First, t1 literrey progre.ots:

[HercdsLuc.onts would c.ca,u.ro y

concc-pts, skilla, :Mr.:manta

of reading, watieg, azithmetic vould oe

studied. A pro...L.a might attack fundo:lental

features of coordinate pad symbo.1 systenq

such es are involved ix graphs, charta,

maps, rmdelc, machine anA arparaLus layouts,

buildinF; plans, or even nus.T.cel rotation.

...The materials and procedures of instruction

would be designed to take meNimum advantage

of the opportunities for self-Instruction
inherent in the objects of study themselves.

Teacher intervention would follow a model

of diegnosis and treatment ... in a tutorial

situation or in carefully grede6 small groups

so that students could progress at their own

rate of speed.

Second, the laboratories:

[Learning in the laboratory, the shop, or the

studio] would be squarely oriented to problerfts...

painting a picture, finding the meanlngs of a

poem, determining the nutritional require.aents

of a white rat, justifying an attitude toward

politital revolution, building an analogue

computer, renovating a house, etc The teacher

is seen as the craftsalan whose central concern

is the practice and development of his craft....

The work of the sturlents would no_ed to be

articulated to their proe,ress in the literacy

programs... There would be much more latitude

in the laboratories for the students to determine

what they do. Fowever, once they are involved

In a laboratory, the students rill be constrained

by the requirements of the problem they and

their teacher are working on, end here they

may be more closely tied to the pace end

direction of their colleagues' progress; than

in the highly individualized literacy programs.



en,

t'et.1! t01.1i-Aty

Partic-:d:n'o the eoinreee reeee)efly iv.elude

citlee.eoe c a1.. ftoA alJ or life in tip? cc:teeea-

ity. The Icv,y1c(ili.e.' wouJd

selectee by tlee greoop iteelf. Ther; night be fi3 tcle-

vi5i0e4 ehowe, tlips, pnemeel e:eerlehcen, :1,tefe4eele

relie,iove probleP of fo):eisn polioy, ()ad

so on...The very sese of 'cohemity' hes been grectly

weakened in einy aeon of modern especiolly co-celled

suburboa life. However, this in precisely the reen for the

school's t:rtiv;, th,et the leettrs thL ooeeern c. iveloed

vIrtuolly define the rodern cmYaunity fr.e! tvelecond its lo

local houveeeies. The puepoe.:e of these N.;11-:::,rs would not

bc, less than to attc:el)t to interpret the v;?rning of ht.epn

experience. (Grennis & Oliver,tuipublished 1.1oeloranduil, 1965).

Appealing as I find this ir.odel of eeucation, I ern not argue that it

will exist even in prototypic form in the near future. But I do suggest that

the tri-school is a projection into the future oc. trends which are present

today, trends wlAch will influence the role trade books play education,

the kind of books we need, and the per3onnel available to help use books

.
to serve our educational goals. I'll telk this evening about these three

trends in turn.

The Role of Books in Education

Consider first one of the noisiest bandwagons on the educational scene,

"individualized instruction." when one examines where this bandwaoon is
. 0

heading, one finds two quite different directions. Usually, individualized

instruction mans provision for individual differences in the rate at which

children work through a lesson or sequence of lessons. Everyone knows that

however one groups children, they will still differ in what they ate ready

to accwillish, and that to ignore such differences makes of the school a

veritable Procrustean bed. Not every teacher acts on this knauledge, but



thfl fO(.i of the _!stt.;
1c1

In th..1 rt.iccat pc..t hac bc,n tL to acc.,o,-,:%14sh thts kInd of

individu:lir,aaoA by the fot.T.on of 1 ogell? t,YOUrJe The trouble is

that if yon group oa the bvsis of rudilq; tha.groups doa't

work for math(matics; cml within a group forlle,1 on the basis of rcadirig

scorer., there will be differmccs iv r.pecifn rv,rocres nnd nooOs for help.

Team teaching has made greater flo;:ibility in u..ovoings possible, with cha-

ing criteria and changing sizes at different parts of the school day. But

it only allc.viates the problem; it doesn't solve it. As the teacher makes

finer and finer discriyinatioas in diagnosing le.at each child nee3s, he gob':

eventually to the unit of the individual child.

A more promising way to accomplish*tit; this kind of individmalation

is with sme kind of programmed instruction. Here one can have a hetero-

geneous classroom of children, each working independently at his own rate.

The school that has gone farthest toward a progrmmoxl curriculum is the

Oakleaf School attached to the RED Center of the University of Pittsburgh.

Most of the traditional school elements have been abolished

at Oakleaf. There are no grades, textbooksor lectures in

the usual sense. Instead, it operates as a school where

teachers are available when a child wants help, but other-

wise the child works at his own pace with the aid of tape

recorders, records, special work sheets and an individual

learning 'prescription' which varies from week to week for

each child...Formally known as Individually Prescribed

Instruction...there are as many 'tracks' as there are

pupils. Rather than spending her time deciding at which

level to pitch her instruction, the Oakleaf teacher acts

as a diagnostician and tutor (article in the Washington Post,

May, 1966)

At Oakleaf instruction 'is individually prescribed for reading, mathematics

and science (See Lipson, 1965, for description of science program).



In anhicvipg thiq 1.r,d of inclividvaliaad inatractioa, Oclic.a17 Sehool

is being outdone odly by pecyle uolkl.og on coa:puter-c-aisted laLatluction,

such as Suppec and his collerguca at Stc.Zvad Uaivervity (Suppes, 1965).

So far they have been providiu3 supplementary drill inatruction in mathomatics

for interwldiate grade chiIdven. But they hope by next fall to assvea the

main responoibility for instruoalon in readlog end matheaietics for a group

of first graders. Potcatially at least, computers baIng closer tho goal

of this kind of individuelized instraction by makipg it possible to use

extensive date o athe chi l's pact history in foralulatina his 11,a2aan a

tion, and to do this in a fraction of a secoad.

But, as Frazier (1963) has reminded us, there is another and entirely

different meaning of individualized instruction, nauely the provision for

children to make choiees and assume responsibility for what they will learn

as well as how fast. Note that the contrast is not between a passive learner

and an active learner. In both forms of individualized instruction the

child is active. The contract is between being active only in making a

response, and being active in the selection of which stimuli to respond to.

As ccmputer-assisted instruction can be considered the extreme form

of prescription for the learner, so A.S. Neil's Sumtaerhill or Sylvia Ashton-

Varner's Maori infant school can be considered extreme forms of selection hy.

the learner. Closer to home, in the Boston area, there are exciting examples

of this kind of education in ifkdividual public school classrooms where teach-

ers are collaborating with the Elementary Science Study part of E.S.I:.

The E.S.S. educational philosophy seems in turn to ba a mixture of the ideas

of creative scientists and ideas on school and classroom organization adopt-

ed from the schools of Leicestershire, England (See Uull, 1964).

By now, I hope the relation to Walden II is apparent. Individualized



inetructioa ts proscription if% reltrA to the literacy progres; iedividuel-

ized inetractioa es self-eelection is releted to the laboratory programe. I

would argue, es do the deerigneee of Walden III, that both should exist ae

part of the educational eeperienee foe all leaeners. Viewing tha alternatives

in their presently exietietg form, I would argue further that a major challell3c

to Cecational pleening toeley is to see that neither oAn e7.epands to the exclu-

sion of the other.

Grannis and Oliver's brief memorendum on the tri-school does not incltela

a discussion of rationale, so I will suggest my own. Rationale for the

importance of the indlvidually prescribed literacy programs rests on the

impoetance of competence in the basic skills and knowledge of a technologi-

cally advanced society. Active participation in this society demands, for

example, a knoeledge of symbolic means of representation and communication -

both verbal and mathematical. If education is to be a ladder to full parti-

cipation for all children, we have to teach each child to be literate, regard-

less of his experiences before he comes to school, and we should.provide

for each child the most expertly designed curriculum to make this possible.

Rationale for the self-selected laboratory programs seems to rest on

an interesting reversal of the long-term trend in the history of education.

In one sentence, changes in education from primitive times can be described

as a shift from showing-in-context to telling-out-of- context. In simple

societies, a girl.or bOy could learn what there was to be learned while

participating alongside the elders.of.his community; As societies became

more complex and there was more to be learned, a special place was set aside

for education and the specialized role of teacher was treated. As long

as knowledge seemed knowable, it was possible to maintain the plan of



lezring now c.Ad eo1 ter. Ent once it becne clerr that a dratItic selec-

tion of tno;:lcd o! had to Le mach! for Cro, purposes of instructioa, scholars

in all fie1d3 asccrted that tit .! most important thing to learn was how to bc

a scientist or historion. WAle cach loarning requires the acquisition of

skills and the assimilatioa of sol,:t of the fruits of past ipluiries, one

cannot in nny mezmingfIll sense bcom.7t a scientist by working on problaAs

selected, defined and structured by soeone else. It has also become clear

that coping w..f.th. a world of accelerating change requiros a lifetime of learn-

ing and thrt automation will vake tive for such learning possible. What cm

have not acted o.:1 is the idea that the motivation ior such life-time

learning is best sustained by the sense of pouer that comes froia learning for

one's own purposes and the opportunity to put that learning into use.

What we need, in short, is an educational system designed for quality

assurance in a few critical features, combined with opportunity for wide

individual variation outside that common core. The Winnetka schools have

incorporated both features in a single educational program since the days

of Carleton Washburne (See Washburne & Marland, 1963, especially 87-88 and

200). Here there was adaptation to individual differences.in rate of attain-

ing a common standard in the skill subjects of arithmetic, reading and the

mechanics of language arts, while variation in interests and activities was

developed and encouraged in social studies, science and other group and

creative activities.

The greater challenge is to incorporate both features into each curric-

ulum area. In an intellectual predecessor of the tri-school, Crannis has

described a somewhat less futuristic scheme for social studies:
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Suppoec that we were to esteblish within social studies
a two-track curriculum and that each pupil proceeded simul-
taneously in botletraeks. Track I we mignt.call th5 "constructs
track" and Track II the "contexts track," the "literacy"

and "probleos" treacks respectively. The constructs track
would systematically develop a repertoire of concepts, skills,
and strategies of reasoning and judgment. The contexts track
would be concerned with the extensive exploration of histori-
cal periods, geogrsphic and cultural areas, political and
economic problems, and so forth, all representing various
chunks of the existential matri of human events.

Track I would employ a variety of materials and techniques of
programed instruction, team learning, and highly directive
tutorial. It would be quite specific as to learning outcomes.
...For instance, the pupil would learn how to distinguish the
referents of the terms irEprn!t and exapr.t, or institution and

constitution, and how to read maps, charts and graphs.

Track II involves the pupils in the exploration of a variety
of contexts....Now it will be asked what a pupil is supposed
to learn in these contexts. As a rule of thumb, we shall
answer "anything." Any question goes. Any line of inquiry
that a pupil chooses to follow is the line we want to en-
courage. Any problem that he defines is worthy of his investi-
gation...The object would be to lead each pupil to examine
that uhich is problematic for him. personally.

By no means would such a policy need to result in chaos. On
the contrary, it is essential to insure the continuity and
purposefulness of the learner's inquiry. For each context we
would try to provide a rich array of resources, many more
than any single pupil could be expected to exploit. On some

occasions the pupils would be studying independently, on
others they would be studying in teams of two or three or
in-larger groups. From time to time the whole class or
several classes would convene to share questions or findings
or to examine together some resource or problem. Since
the teachers would have a record of each pupil's progress in
Track I, they could assist the pupils in their use of previous-
ly developed relevant constructs...(or) refer the pupil to
exercises somewhat in advance of his present position in
the constructs track. (Crannis, 1964, pp.138-146)..

Grannis also suggests that if we do not keep the literacy track and the

problems track separate, we can do justice to neither one. If we do not

maintain a carefully designed literacy sequence, but depend'on incidental

learnings, we may find the child no better dble to solve his problems next



year than this year; on the other haud, if we do not keep the problops separate,

we will be "continually using (and abusing) the contexts of the pupil's

inquiry for diddctic purposes" (Grannis p. 145).

What does all this mean for no uso of books? Consider the teaching

of reading. fere the literacy track refers to the proN,ss of learning to

read, while the problems track refers to books selected by the child for

enjoyment and information. Is it not precisely the case that we have becn

using and abusing the content of rending for teaching the process? To

separate the two kinds of individualized instruction more sharply, we, would

do away with the basal reader system, which attempts to mix both tracks.

Instead we would have very expertly programmed material with the single

function of teaching literacy skills - =ike the Buchanan-Sullivan series of

McGraw Pill, plus a library full of books for-the child to read. In other

areas of the curriculum as well, I hope the two meanings Of'individualized

instruction can be combined into expertly programmed text materials for

very specific functions plus a much richer assortment of nun-text materials

for election in problems of personal inquiry. I believe this is the form

education will take, but to be honest with you, I hope that by saying this

to you this evening, I can enlist your support in making the prophecy come

true.

This would mean a shift from the textbook closet to the library and

multi-resource center (See Jaffarian, forthcoming) as the storehouse of

intellectual content of elementary education. This physical shift in itself

symbolizes the entire trend: from the poverty of.one set of books to the

richness of many different ones, from a closet off the hall to the center

of the school, from a place usually locked so that only teadhers can enter
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and choore to a place where children and teachers cme and go freely to make

selections, get expert advice, or stay to work.

Books We Need

So far I have talked only of one general goal of education, that of

intellectual colupetence. But education in a democratic society must develop

compassion and a sense of community as well. We need books which can help

inculcate the "feelings, values and attitudes that add up to a comprehensive

and cosmopolitan sensitivity" (Taba,Brady and Robinson, 1952, p. 36). In the

words of one Washington, D.C. teacher:

Books alone will not create good attitudes, good relationships,

a good society. But books can be the means through which

children and teachers examine themselves and their world and

face the problems and contradictions in both (Walton, 1964).

As we know, book publishers have been criticized for failing to contribute

to this end,

Recently criticism has focused on the special needs of urban children.

There is a danger that we will try to meet those needs by special materials.

There is a danger that books with interracial characters in an urban

setting and books on Negro history will be used in ufban schools, while

elsewhere the old materials prevail. If this comes to pass, it will be a

tragedy. For the demands of the civil rights movement apply beyond the

petitioners themselves. What has been exposed is the meaninglessness and

antiSeptic quality of many of.our curriculum materials. All children need

"to examine themselves and their world;" All children need "their world"

extended beyond the limitations of color, religion or social class to

which their immediate neighborhood is probably limited. Through books,



diversity can beintegrated in the curriculum evan before it is intcgrated:

in the classroom. The lily-white curriculum uust go, but lets not replace

it by curricula whIth are equal but separate.

There has been progress. However, the nwiber of books which realistic-

ally portray the diversity and complexity of our world remains shataefully

small. The contents of the library are like the inhabitants of a suburban

town: there are some Negro families, the nuinber 16 growing slowly, but

the proportion is so tiny that at any one glance - at a library shelf or

a boy scout parade - one is still apt to see an all-white world.

The small number itself produces problems for writers, artists, and

publishers who would like to expand the number. One of the results of

being a pioneer is that high visibiYty brings intensive scrutimy and

vulnerability to criticism. Not surprisingly, controversies rage about

many features of books which are pioneering in intercultural relations.

See Nancy Larrick's (1965) article in SaturclayjteAcw last fall for example.

To take a particularly difficult question, at what point does representing

reality become perpetuating a stereotype? Specifically, if we want child-

ren to understand that not all children have fathers home, should a story

which includes this aspect of family life be about a Negro family or not?

Because controversies such as these indicate that significant issues

are at least being discussed, they are in themselves signs of progress.

But I hope publishers are not paralysed waiting for words of wisdom accept-

able to 'all. It's a bit like the selection process many private schools

used to go through to find a Negro child for a formerly all-white school.

I ,can remember faculties worrying over this year after year before finding

the child who had sufficient virtue and intellect to withstand the scrutiny



the role entailed. With books as with children, the only security is in

numbers and the variety that numbeIs will bring. My advice is to use the

highest standards of artistic and literary quality, get some guidance on

questions of content from members of minority groups themselves, and then

go ahead and publish. I realize this advice is more realistic for publish-

ers of trade books than of texts. The built-in conservatism that results

from the size of the textbook investments is, to my mind, another reason

for limiting the role of texts in the curriculum.

One final comment on the contents of current books for children. The

recent New York Times supplement on children's books Way 8, 1966) included

a list of the fifty "best juveniles ptblished in the five years from 1961

through 1965" in the opinion of the children's book editor of the Times

and his assistant. Fifty books out of five years output is a tiny.sample,

but I was curious to see what these fifty books were about. Making up

my own categories (ABC-nursery rhymes, animals, folk tales, people-realistic,

fantasy) I found that for ages "4 and up" and "6 and up", the largest

category was stories about animals; for ages "9 and up" which concluded

the elementary school period, the largest category was fantasy. Jean Grambs

reached similar conclusions in an earlier study (unpublished memorandum to

the Lincoln-Filene Center, 1964). Let me state most emphatically that

I am not criticizing either animal or fantasy stories per se. Peter

Rabbit and Mary Poppins and their successors should continue to bring joy

and delight to all children. But to the extent that this list is represen-

tative, or at least representative.of the best, we should consider whether

we are trying to evade the complex problems of creating books for a changing

society by creating books which, hopefully, are "culture-free."
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Perownel in the Schools

In Walden III both the laboratories and community seminars involved

people in teaching roles who are not professional teachers. Whether this

school ever exists, such involvere.:It is already here and is certain to grow.

One of the educ;itional reforms of the late 1950's was the introduction

of teacher aides to take over routine duties which occupied a shockingly

large part of a teacher's day. The educational establishment seems to have

adjusted to this innovation, though touchiness is still evident. Just

this month I was visiting a school known for its organizational innovations.

In a corner by the stairs a woman was working with one child and a tape

recorder. As we passed them, the principal quicItly explainr?d that this

was an aide who was not doing any teaching.

The claim that only professional teachers are capable of real teaching

could be maintained without glaring evidence to the contrary until the

civil rights revolution led to widespread engagement of volunteers in work

which for the most part, certified teachers to accomplish. Usually, these

volunteers worked outsIde the school system, in'tutorial centers such as

Janowitz, (1965) descrfbes. But in some'cities, volunteers - middle-class

mothers more than college students - have come into the schools themselves.

In still other schools, volunteers are welcome in teaching roles not for

remedial help with disadvantaged children, but to provide the kind of extra

intellectual stimulation which local university professors, musicians, etc.

are glad to give. Evidently non-professional teachers are welcome, as long

as they don't get paid. Headstart programs were the exception. Amply

financed institutions outside the formal educational system, they did pay
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non-professional people to engage in a variety of teaching and non-terching

roles.

Note that with the exception of the occasional guest star, and Headstart

personnel, non-profesrional people in teaching roles are largely engaged

in remedial work, especially in reading and arithmetic. This current

emphasis is entirely understandable and desirable, but in the long run.this

is probably the least effective area for.their participation. Literacy

programs require, ideally, the most expert diagnostic help and the most

expertly designed curriculum. It is in the non-literacy parts of the

curriculum where we can gain the greatest benefit from a wide variety of

skills, interests and points of view.

To get back to the use of books, consider the language enrichment

component of most preschool programs. Some research (e.g. Irwin, 1960)

suggests that reading to individual children may be a particularly effective

means of providing that enricament. Given the availability of extra adults

(or older children) we should be able to read to a child in school or even

at home. An alternative is to put books oA film. This is being done in

the Bank Street Reading Incentive Films. In one film, for example, Harry

Belefonte reads Gilberto and the Wind. The film comes in a nifty cartridge

which fits so easily into a TV-like projector that a child can handle it

himself. But here, there is a mismatch between means and ends. The

volunteers in the tutorial programs are.engaged in tasks which ideally

should be assumed by the most experienced teachers and most expertly pro-

grammed materials; films of someone reading books are being used as a poor

substitute for what ideally should be a warm human relationship, in which

child and adult in close physical contact talk over the content of the book



to which they both are attending.

There is no shortage of people willing and able to help, and the future

'will bring more people with more time to give. A problem in school, as

outside, is to create organizational forms in which technology and human

resources can best be comblned. It is interesting that while "neighborhood"

and "community" are almost synonomous, ohcc they'are.combinsd with "school"

they acquire opposite connotations. "Neighborhood school" has becwe the

rallying cry for those who wish to build a mall around people like them-

selves. "Carimunity school," on the other hand, is used by those who would

b...-eak down those walls. It refers to schools wheru children go out, and

where parents, other adults and teenagers come in - to participate in the

education of young children as well as to become learners themselves. In

this kind of school professional educators move up to become the planners

and organizers of mterial and human resources. It is in this context

that the widest variety of books can b,--st be used.
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